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Kodiak alaska weather radar

Most sunny today. Sporadic rain and snow showers in the morning. Highs in the upper 30s. Southwest wind 10 to 20 mph. Tonight's evening is becoming clear so mostly cloudy. Sporadic rain and snow showers. Lows in the lower 30s. South wind 15 mph. Rain and morning snowfall several times on Thursday, then rain in the afternoon. Ice deposits up to 1 inch. Highs in the lower
40s. Eastern wind 20 to 35 mph. Thursday night rain likely in the evening, then a chance of rain after midnight. Lows in the mid-30s. Eastern wind 20 to 35 mph. Christmas Day will be cloudy with the possibility of rain. Highs in the lower 40s. Southwest wind 10 to 25 mph. Along with The Shellicoff Strait... Southeast wind is becoming 25 to 40 mph south of the afternoon from 10 to
15 mph. Friday night will be the most cloudy with a slight chance of snow. 30.The lows around Saturday and Saturday nights will be the most cloudy. A chance of snow and rain. Highs 35 to 40. 30.sundayRain and snow likely around lows. Highs are expected around 40.Sunday night through Tuesday. Lows in the mid-30s. Highs 40 to 45. Page 2 Today: Mostly sunny. Sporadic rain
and snow showers in the morning. Highs in the upper 30s. Southwest wind 10 to 20 mph. Tonight: Most evenings clear then mostly becoming cloudy. Sporadic rain and snow showers. Lows in the lower 30s. South wind 15 mph. Thursday: Several showers and snow showers in the morning, then the possibility of rain in the afternoon. Ice deposits up to 1 inch. Highs in the lower
40s. Eastern wind 20 to 35 mph. Thursday night: Rain likely in the evening, then chance of rain after midnight. Lows in the mid-30s. Eastern wind 20 to 35 mph. Christmas Day: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain. Highs in the lower 40s. Southwest wind 10 to 25 mph. Along with The Shellicoff Strait... Southeast wind is becoming 25 to 40 mph south of the afternoon from 10 to
15 mph. Friday night: Mostly cloudy with a slight chance of snow. Lows around 30. Saturday and Saturday night: Mostly cloudy. A chance of snow and rain. Highs 35 to 40. Lows around 30. Sunday: Rain and snow are likely. Highs around 40. Sunday night through Tuesday: Rain is expected. Lows in the mid-30s. Highs 40 to 45. Color is different echo intensity (reflection)
measured in DBZ (decibels of z) during each height scan. Reflexy radar is the amount of transmitted power returned to the receiver. Reflection (named by letter Z) covers a wide range of signals (much weaker than very strong). Therefore, a more convenient number, decibel (or logarithm) scale (DBZ) is used for calculation and comparison. Dbz values increase as signal strength
returns to radar increases. Each reflectivity image you see includes one of two color scales. A scale (far left) representing dBZ values is when the radar is in clear air mode (dBZ values -28 to +28). The other scale (near left) represents DBZ values when the radar is in rain mode (DBZ values from 5 to 75). Notice the color on each scale remains the same in both operational modes,
only Small coins. The value of dbz depends on the mode when the image was created. The scale of DBZ prices is also related to the intensity of rainfall. Usually, there is light rain when the DBZ price reaches 20. The higher the DBZ, the stronger the rainrate. Depending on the type of weather occurring and the U.S. territory, the economy uses a set of rainrates that are linked to
DBZ values. These values are estimates of precipitation per hour, each quantity updates the scan, precipitation accumulates over time. Jai is a good reflector of energy and will return very high dBZ values. Since hail-to-precipitation can be higher than actually occurring, steps are taken to prevent these high DBZ values from converting into precipitation. The time period when the
sun does not exceed 6 degrees above the horizon at sunrise or sunset. The horizon should be clearly defined and brightest stars should be visible under good atmospheric conditions (i.e. no moonlight, or other lights). One should still be able to carry on ordinary outdoor activities. The time period when the sun is 6 to 12 degrees below the horizon at sunrise or sunset. The horizon
is well defined and the outline of objects can appear without artificial light. Ordinary outdoor activities are not possible at this time without additional illumination. The time period when the sun is 12 to 18 degrees below the horizon at sunrise or sunset. At this time the sun does not contribute to the light of the sky before dawn or after this time in the evening. At the beginning of the
morning astronomical twilight and at the end of the evening astronomical twilight, the sky lights very faint, and can be undetectable. The time of civil sunset reduces the time of civil sunrise. Actual sunset time minus the actual sunrise time. Changes in the length of daylight between today and tomorrow are also listed when available. For more than 20 years the Earth network has
been the world's largest and most comprehensive weather observation, power detection, and climate network-driven. We are now leven our big data smarts to fulfill IoT's promise. By integrating our hyper-local weather data with smart home connected devices we are using predictive energy efficiency insights for homeowners and utility companies. Lat: 57.79N, Loan: 152.41W Wx
Area: AKZ171 33°F 1°C 27°F-2.8°CHumidity 75% Wind S7 MPHDew Point 26°Fvisibility 10 mi.barometer 29.31 inches. 744.5 mm - Rising Report 8:53 AM Wed, Dec 23, 2020 Air Quality 27GoodGood time to be out of 4.4 miles of central Kodiak from SW. Forecast details day today: Mostly sunny. Highs around 38°F. The wind chill values as low as 27°F. Southwest wind up to 16
mph. Night: Partly cloudy with scattered rain and snow. Lows around 33°F. South wind gusting to 15 mph, to 20 mph. Precipitation likely 50 percent. New ice accumulation of less than half an inch Thursday Dec. 24Day: Cloudy with widespread rain and snow. Highs around 40 degrees F. The wind chill values as low as 27°F. Very windy, with a southeast wind gusting to 18 to 31
mph, 39 mph. Precipitation likely 80 percent. New ice accumulation of less than half an inch possible. Night: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain and snow. Lows around 35°F. The wind chill values as low as 28°F. Very windy, with a pre-southeast wind gusting to 26 to 36 mph, 45 mph. Precipitation likely 80 percent. New ice accumulation of less than half an inch possible.
Friday Dec. 25Day: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain and snow. Highs around 39°F. Wind chill values are as low as 32°F. Wind, with a southeast wind of 5 to 22 mph. Precipitation likely 40 percent. Night: Partly cloudy with the possibility of snow. Lows around 32°F. West Southwest wind 6 to 13 mph. Chance of rainfall 20 percent. Saturday Dec. 26Day: Mostly cloudy with
scattered snow showers. Highs around 35°F. West wind up to 7 mph. Chance of rainfall 20 percent. Night: Mostly cloudy with snow. Lows around 31°F. Northwest wind gusting to 8 mph, to 17 mph. Precipitation likely 50 percent. Sunday Dec. 27Day: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain and snow. Highs around 39°F. Wind chill values are as low as 32°F. Wind, with a southeast
wind gusting to 9 to 20 mph, 28 mph. Precipitation likely 50 percent. Night: Cloudy with rain and snow. Lows around 36°F. Wind, with a southeast wind to 21 mph, gusting to 28 mph. Precipitation likely 70 percent. Monday Dec. 28Day: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain and snow. Highs around 40 degrees F. Wind chill values are as low as 32°F. Wind, with an east southeast
wind of 14 to 22 mph. Precipitation likely 60 percent. Night: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain and snow. Lows around 37°F. East southeast wind gusting from 8 to 14 mph, to 19 mph. Precipitation likely 60 percent. Tuesday Dec. 29Day: Mostly cloudy with the possibility of rain and snow. Highs around 40 degrees F. Southeast wind 8 to 15 mph. Precipitation likely 60 percent.
High Tideless Tide at 8:59 AM5.58 ft 7.45 ft at 9:26 pm 2:05 AM2.61 ft 3:45 PMTide Report Location: Kodiak, Port of Kodic, AK, 0.9 mi. Kodiak Morning Twilight 9:02 AMWaxing Gibbons 9:53 AMSunset4:24 PMEvening Twilight 5:16 PM High temperature of Tue: 82 in Maclane TX and 8 miles Southeast Pharr Tx Mars Low temperature: Gunnison coop at 7 bottom minus many
springs that have become dry before the rain will have a good flow of water. Already a clear Sky customer? much AK, Weather Information Weather Alert Doppler Radar Regional Weather Radar State Weather Conditions Click here to login satellite A weather warning has been issued for your region. Read here. DaySkyHigh/LowPrecipWindHumidity Wed Dec 23 Mostly Sunny
Closed Hourly36º/30º10% SW 7 mph74% 10amPartly Cloudy33º0% SW 7 mph75%11amPartly Cloudy3º0% SW 7 mph75% 12pmPartly Cloudy34º0 %SW 6 mph74%1pmPartly Cloud 35º0% SW 6 mph72%2pmPartly Cloud 35º10% SW 5 mph1%3pmPartly Cloudy35º10% SSW 5 mph71%4pmPartly Cloud 34º10%SW 5 5 Cloudy33º10%SW 5 mph75%6pmPartly Cloudy33º10%SW
6 mph76%7pmPartly Cloudy32º10%SW 5 mph77%8pmPartly Cloudy31º10%WSW 6 mph79%9pmPartly Cloudy31º10%SW 6 mph81%10pmPartly Cloudy30º10%SW 5 mph83%11pmPartly Cloudy30º10%SW 5 mph84% Thu Dec 24 Rain/Wind View Hourly39º / 36º90%E 23 mph85%12amPartly Cloudy30º10%SW 5 mph85%1amPartly Cloudy30º10%SSW 5 mph85%2amMostly
Cloudy31º10%SSW 5 mph85%3amMostly Cloudy31º20%SW 4 mph88%4amMostly Cloudy32º20%SW 4 mph87%5amCloudy32º20%SE 2 mph85%6amFew Snow Showers33º30%ENE 4 mph84%7amRain/Snow Showers33º40%ENE 4 mph84%8amRain/Snow Showers34º40%E 6 mph85%9amRain/Snow Showers35º60%E 8 mph85%10amRain/Snow36º70%E 10
mph85%11amRain37º70%E 14 mph84%12pmRain37º70%E 17 mph84%1pmRain/Wind38º80%E 21 mph83%2pmRain/Wind39º80%E 20 mph84%3pmRain/Wind39º90%E 21 mph83%4pmRain/Wind39º90%ESE 25 mph85%5pmRain/Wind39º90%ESE 23 mph85%6pmRain/Wind39º90%ESE 23 mph86%7pmRain/Wind39º80%ESE 22 mph86%8pmRain/Wind38º90%SE 23
mph86%9pmLight Rain/Wind39º80%SE 23 mph86%10pmLight Rain/Wind38º80%ESE 23 mph87%11pmLight Rain/Wind38º80%ESE 21 mph86% Fri Dec 25 AM Rain/Snow Showers View Hourly38º / 30º50%S 15 mph82%12amLight Rain/Wind38º70%ESE 21 mph86%1amLight Rain/Wind38º70%ESE 23 mph85%2amLight Rain/Wind39º70%ESE 23
mph83%3amRain/Wind39º80%ESE 21 mph84%4amRain/Wind38º80%ESE 20 mph86%5amLight Rain38º80%ESE 18 mph87%6amLight Rain37º70%ESE 19 mph88%7amLight Rain38º60%SE 18 mph89%8amShowers37º60%SE 16 mph89%9amShowers37º60%SE 12 mph87% Sat Dec 26 Partly Cloudy34º / 29º20%WNW 4 mph76% Sun Dec 27 Rain/Snow38º / 35º60%SE 15
mph81% Mon Dec 28 Rain40º / 36º70%ESE 16 mph84% Tue Dec 29 Showers40º / 36º60%SE 13 mph82% Wed Dec 30 Rain/Snow Showers40º / 36º50% E13 mph82% Thu Dec 31 Showers41º/2000 36º60% E 15 mph82% Fri Jan 1 Rain/Snow40º/Snow40º/ 36º60/ 10000000000000000000000000000000000000000 35º60% E 15 mph82% * Playback displays weather for the last
6 hours. High: 39ºFSSW air 10 to 15 kt. Sunny. Sea 1 foot or less. Low: Air around 32ºFS 10 kt. Scattered rain, mainly after 3am. Sea 1 foot or less. High: 42ºFESE air rising from 15 to 20 Katie at noon from 25 to 30 Katie. Showers before noon, then rain, mainly after noon. Sea 1 foot or less. Low: 36ºFESE air 25 to 30 katie, with gusts as high as 45 Katie. Chance of rain, mainly
before midnight. Sea 1 foot or less. High: 41ºFSE air 15 to 25 Katie WSW 5 to 10 Katie is becoming in the morning. A chance of rain before noon. Sea 1 foot or less. Low: 31ºFW air 5 to 10 kt. Mostly cloudy. Sea 1 foot or less. High: 37ºFvariable winds 5 kt or less. A chance of rain after 9. Sea 1 foot or less. Low: 31ºFvariable winds 5 kt or less. Rain and snowfall likely. Sea 1 foot or
less. High: 41ºFvariable winds at least 5 kt in the morning becoming SE 10 to 15 kt. Possibility of rain. Sea 1 foot or less. See other boy around... Budhathadeyfridwind Speed (MPH) 1 hour agoTemperature: 33ºFFeels Like: 27ºFWind Speed: 7mphDirection: 190º(S)Gusts: 0mphCloud Cover: Clear Visibility: 10miCeiling: 10miCeiling: 10miCeiling: 29.31 Humidity: 75% Dew Point:
26ºF weather in the port of Kodiak right now, AK is partly cloudy. The current temperature is 33°F, and today, expected high and low for Wednesday, December 23, 2020, is 36°F high temperature and 30°F low temperature. Wind is currently blowing 7 miles per hour, and is coming from the southwest. The wind is gusting to 0 mph. Temperature with wind and atmosphere feels like
27°F farenheit. Expected precipitation is 0 percent, with current humidity at 75 percent, and at 29.31 under air pressure. Visibility is 10 nautical miles. 1 are current weather warning(s). Alert(s).
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